In this paper, we are concerned with the boundary value problem of the form -Au = g(u) in Ci, u\aa = 0, where j:R-»R is a continuous function, under assumptions of relations between g and the eigenvalues of -A. If g is piecewise continuous on any bounded closed interval in R, the above equation takes the form -A« e [g(u), g(u)] in Q, w|8£j = 0. We obtain the existence of nontrivial solutions in both resonant and nonresonant cases at 0. Our theorems can be also applied when g is discontinuous (may be discontinuous at 0).
Introduction
We begin this paper by considering the existence of nontrivial solutions of the boundary value problem of the form -Au = g{u) inQ, where Q is a bounded domain with smooth boundary <9Q in R" and g is a real-valued continuous function on R such that g{0) = 0.
Let 0 < X\ < X2 < ■ ■ ■ < Xk < ■■ ■ denote the eigenvalues of the selfadjoint realization in L2{Q.) of -A with the Dirichlet boundary condition. Many authors have studied the existence of nontrivial solutions of the problem ( 1 ) when g{t)/t crosses finitely many eigenvalues of -A as / varies from -oo to +00 . Amann and Zehnder [2] proved by generalized Morse theory that ( 1 ) has at least one nontrivial solution if g G C2iR, R) satisfies supt€R\g'{t)\ < oo and Xk-i < g'iO) < Xk < Xm < a» < a* < Xm+\ for some m,k>\ where g it) git) ö« = lim inf --and a* = lim sup --|í|-*oo t \t\-°o * On the other hand, using the Leray-Schauder degree theory, Hirano [6] established the existence of one nontrivial solution of ( 1 ) under Xk_i < b* < b* < Xk < Xm < a» < a* < Xm+\ for some k, m > 1,
where a* and a* are as above, and bt = lim inf ^ and b* = lim sup ^ , l'l->o / |f|_0 t without any assumptions of differentiability of g. Hirano's result cannot be applied in the case of resonance at 0. We obtain the existence of one nontrivial solution of ( 1 ) under weaker conditions of g near 0 that contain the resonance case at 0 (Theorem 1). Moreover, there are no results for g with b* > a* in [6] . We deal with such a function g in Theorem 2.
It is seen in §3 that the assertions of Theorems 1 and 2 remain valid in the case that g is a piecewise continuous function on any bounded closed interval of R (may be discontinuous at 0), that is,
where git) = lim inf ¿-(s) and git) = lim sup gis),
The case that g is continuous
Our purpose in this section is to prove the following two theorems. 2 Ja Ja Jo
Then we have
and hence weak solutions of ( 1 ) coincide with critical points of /. We need the following two lemmas in order to prove our theorems.
Lemma I. If g satisfies condition (3) or (4), then the Palais-Smale condition holds for the function f defined by {5), that is, for any sequence {u"} in H such that {fiu")} is bounded and \\f'{un)\\, -► 0 there exists a convergent subsequence of {u"}. Proof. Let {u"} in H satisfy that {/(«")} is bounded and ||/'(í¿n)||* = || -Au -g{u)\\t -» 0. For each un, we put v" = P\un , wn = 72t¿" and z" = Piun. Then
(-Au" -giun), v" -iw" + z")) = \\Vn\\2 -\\W" + Z"||2 -/ g{U"){V" -iWn + Z")) dx .
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Suppose that g satisfies condition (3). Then there exist positive numbers a with Xm < a < a* and p such that a < g{t)/t < ä for all t e R with \t\ > p. From the continuity of g, for some constant K, we have |g(i)| < K for all / with \t\< p. If IM*) I > P then
If \un{x)\ < p then |Mx)|2 -\w"{x) + z"ix)\2 > -p{\v"{x)\ + \w"{x) + z"{x)\).
We set A = {x g Ci: \v"ix)\ > \w"{x) + zn{x)\}, A\ = {x G A: |M*)| > P) > A2 = {x e A: \u"{x)\ < p).
By the second inequality in (6), we have / g{u")ivn -iwn + zn))dx JA < / ä(|u"|2-|ti;"-r-z"|2)ilx+ / Ki\vn\ + \w" + z"\)dx JA¡ Jà2 < {â\vn\2-a\wn +z"\2)dx+ {äp + K)i\vn\ + \w" +zn\)dx.
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Putting B = {x G Cl: \v"{x)\ < \wn{x) + z"ix)\}, B{ = {xeB: \u"{x)\ > /?}, B2 = {x G B: \u"{x)\ < p}, it follows that / g{Un)iVn -{w" + z))dx Jb < {a\vn\2-a\wn +zn\2)dx+ / {dp + K){\v"\ + \w" + zn\)dx Jb Jb2
from the first inequality in (6). Therefore we have / g{u"){v" -iwn + zn))dx Ja < ä\vn\2 -a\wn + zn\2 + 2\Cl\xl2{dp + K)\un\.
Thus it holds that , and K such that (i) if \\Piu\\ > C\, \\P2u\\ < c2, and ||73m|| < c3, then f{u) > £i ; (ii) if \\P2ui < c4 and \\P3u\\ < K\\P2u\\, then f{u) > e2||72w||2.
Proof. For simplicity, we set v = P\U, w = P2U, and z -Pyu. By a < Xm+\, we have and £1 for which (i) holds. From b* < Xk , we obtain positive constants á and a with a < Xk such that g{t)/t < a for all t with \t\ < ô . In the case that \v{x) + w{x) + z{x)\ < ô , we have (ii) holds. We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Xm < a* < a < Xm+\, there exists r > 0 such that f{w + z) < inf"€//, f{v) for all w G H2 and z e H^ with ||u; + z|| > r. We define T* = {A c /7: A is a compact set such that a {A) 9 0 for any continuous mapping a: A -> //2 © //3 satisfying rj(w) = m for all m G A n 5} (^ 0), where and S = {w + z: w G H2 , zg7T3, and ||u; + z|| = r} c* = inf max/ > inf f{v)
It is easily seen that if A g T* and n: A -► H is a continuous mapping such that n{u) = u for all u G A n S, then n{A) G T*. Since / satisfies the Palais-Smale condition by Lemma 1, c* is a critical value of / by a method similar to Rabinowitz's saddle point theorem [9, 7] ). Assume that 0 is the only critical point of /. Let c¡ {i = 1, 2, 3, 4), e¡ (7 = 1,2), and K be positive numbers in Lemma 2. We set U = {ueH;\\Plu\\<a, \\P2u\\ < b, and ||73«|| < c/2} and V = {ueH: \\Piu\\ <a, \\P2u\\ < b, and ||73w|| < c),
where a = C\, b = min{c2, q} , and c = min{c3, Kb}. We may suppose that r > Vb2 + c2 with no loss of generality. Putting y = min{£i, £2¿?2}, it follows that f>y on {ueH: \\P\u\\ > a, ||72w|| < b , and ||73«|| < c} U {u e H: ||7,m|| < a, \\P2u\\ = b, and \\P3u\\ < c}. From c* = 0, for 0 < e < y, there exists A G T* with max^ f < s . Now, we define 7 : // -> // by l"j I 9>(||73W||) Since f > y > s on {u e H: \\P\u\\ > a, ||72w|| < b, and ||73w|| < c} , we have (t(A) ^ 0. This is contrary to A eT*. This completes the proof.
Next we prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. From A^-i < a < a* < Xk , we take r > 0 largely enough such that /(z) < inf"e//, _ "g^ /(« + w) for all z g Ht, with ||z|| > r. We set 5 = {z g //3: ||z|| < r} and S = {z G 7/3: ||z|| = r}. Define r = {g: g is a continuous mapping from 5 into // such that g(z) = z for all ze5} (/ 0) and c = inf max/(p(z)) [> inf f{v + w)\.
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, c is a critical value of /. Now, suppose that / does not have any nonzero critical points in H. From a > Xk_l, it follows that f{z) < i||z||2 -iA^.lzl2 < 0 for all z G //3.
By b* > Xm, there exists ô > 0 such that git)/t > Xm for all / with \t\<8.
Then, we obtain c\ > 0 such that supx6£J \w{x)+z{x)\ <ô if w g H2, z g //3, and 11 it; + z|| < c\ . Therefore we have f{w + z) < ±\\w + z\\2 -\Xm\w + z\2 < 0 for all w G 7/2 and z g //3 with ||u; + z|| < Ci . We may assume c\ < r without loss of generality. Choosing c2 > 0 arbitrarily we put U = {u&H: ||P,m|| < c2 and ||(72 + P3)u\\ < cx/2}.
Since dim H2 / 0, by an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we can construct a continuous mapping g: B -> H such that g{z) = z for all z G S, g{B) ni/ = 0 , and /(g(z)) < 0 for all z e B . From the well-known deformation lemma, for sufficiently small £0 > 0, there exist a continuous mapping n: H -* H and a positive number £ < £0 satisfying the conditions Putting g = n o g, it is clear that g e T. On the other hand, maxzeB f{g{z)) < -£ since giB) n U = 0 . This is contrary to c = 0. This completes the proof.
The case that g is discontinuous
In this section, we consider the existence of one nontrivial solution of equation (2). Let g: R -► R be a piecewise continuous function on any bounded closed interval (may be discontinuous at 0) with 0 G [¿[(0), ¿T(0)]. Then, it is easily seen that the functional / defined by (5) is locally Lipschitz continuous if g satisfies condition (3) or (4) . Then, we cannot apply the usual critical point theory for differentiable functionals since / may be nondifferentiable. In order to solve the problem (2), Chang [4] made use of the generalized gradients
